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If x(t) is a real valued stochastic process on the linear set T and / is a function

on T, we will write Px and Px+f for the probability measures induced on sample

space by the processes x(t) and x(i) +/(() respectively. Thus, if g is a measurable

function of x(t¡), •■■,x(tn),

jg(x(t1),-,x(t„))Px+f(dx)=jg(x(tl) + f(tl),-,x(t„)+f(tn))Px(dx).

We will say that / is an admissible mean value for x over the field S if Px+f

is absolutely continuous with respect to Px (which we will hereafter write

Px+f < Px) over S. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the size and

structure of M(x, S), the set of admissible mean values.

The field of most interest and the one generally referred to in this paper is

that generated by all the random variables x(r) for t in T. We will write S' for

this field but will often suppress it in the notation and when no field is explicitly

mentioned S' is meant. All the fields considered will be subfields of S'. A know-

ledge of M(x,S) is important in setting up "signal plus noise" problems (i.e.,

problems of discriminating between x and x +/) since a realistic set of assump-

tions should usually lead to a set of /'s contained in M(x,S) for the relevant S.

I. The size of M(x) in the L2 case. Throughout this section we will assume that

x(t) is a measurable process, that T is a finite or infinite interval, that $x(i)Px(dx) = 0

and ¡x2(t)Px(dx) < oo for all t, and that $Tx2(t)dt < co with probability one.

The assumption that the mean value vanishes is harmless since, as is easily seen,

Px+g+/ < Px+g if and only if Px+f < Px. We will also assume that the correlation

function R(s,t) = jx(s)x(t)Px(dx) satisfies ¡T ¡TR2(s,t)dsdt < co so that the inte-

gral transform R :Rf(s) = JVR(s,t)f(t)dt is a compact operator on L2(T).

Example 1. If x(t) is a Gaussian process with continuous sample functions,

then M(x) = R1/2(L2(T)) (where for each/ in R1/2(L2(t)) its continuous version

is chosen). This is proved in [2]. Theorem 1 below shows that this is as large

as M(x) can get.

Example 2. If x(i) is a Poisson process, then any/ in M(x) must be a jump

function and since the probability of a jump at any point is zero, M(x) = (0).
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Example 3('). Let x(t) be a process with independent increments whose

Levy representation is

log íeUxit)Px(dx) =  - \<J2(f)X2 + f (eUu- 1 - iXu)Q(dz,du)
J 2 J\u\gl;0$t£t

+ Í (eUu - l)Q(dx,du).
J |u|>l;OSigi

cs2(i) is nondecreasing and represents the Gaussian part of x(t), that is, we can

write x(t) = xG(t) + y(t) where xG(i) is a Gaussian process with correlation func-

tion R(s, t) = o2(min(s, t)) and y(t) is independent of xG(i). Then, [6, Theorem 4,

p. 421], M(x) = M(xc) = R1,2(L2(T)).

Theorem 1.    M(x) c R1/2(L2(T)).

Proof. x(i) is a measurable process and its sample functions are in L2(T) with

probability one so, for any h in L2(T), 9(h,x) = fTx(t)h(t)dt is a Px-measurable

function of x. An easy computation shows that ¡Q2(h, x)Px(dx) = ¡T(R112 h)2(t)dt.

Hence, if R1/2h„ converges to Rll2h, 6(h„,x) is L2(PX) convergent and some sub-

sequence converges to 8(h,x) almost everywhere. Now the distribution of 9(h„,x)

with respect to Px+/ is the same as the distribution of 6(hn,x) + \Tf(t)hn(t)dt

with respect to Px, so if Px+r < Px, ¡Tf(t)hn(t)dt must converge to ¡Tf(t)h(t)dt

whenever R1/2h„ converges to Rll2h, and this implies that/ is in R1I2(L2(T)).

If M(x) is a measurable set, then Px(M(x)) would give another, more intrinsic

measure of the size of M(x). The only result of this kind known to the author,

except for cases where M(x) = (0), is in the Gaussian case where Px(M(x)) = 1

or 0 depending on whether R has finitely or infinitely many nonzero eigenvalues

[4, p. 42].

II. The semigroup of isometries associated with M(x). We now replace the

assumptions of the previous section by a separability assumption. x(i) is measur-

ably separable if there exists a countable subset (í¡) of T such that the smallest

o field with respect to which all the x(í¡) are measurable is equivalent to S' under

Px. Any process whose sample functions are continuous with probability one is

measurably separable. We shall write x, for x(í¡) throughout this section and S„

for the field generated by x1,---,x„. If n„<j> is the conditional expectation of tp

on S„, then n„ has a unique extension to a projection in LP(PX) whenever

co > p ^ 1 and nn converges strongly to the identity. It follows that LP(PX) is

separable for oo > p ^ 1.

If/ is in M(x) and cp is a bounded S„-measurable function, we define for each

oo > p ^ 1

(9 Another example related to this, but not of L2 type, is afforded by the symmetric

stable processes of index a < 1. Here again M(x) = 0 since for every ¿o in T and ß > a,

C-'o) " '%(0-4io)) ->0 with probability one [1, Theorem 3.1, p. 497].
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«#M = I
dP,

Up

<KXl -fl,--;Xn-fn)

(writing/- fox f(t¡)). upf is densely defined and preserves positivity and norm in

LP(PX), hence has a unique extension to a positivity preserving isometry in LP(PX)

which we also denote by up. This definition is clearly independent of the partic-

ular sequence (t) which was used.

Theorem 2. If x(t) is measurably separable, thenf' + g is in M(x) whenever

f and g are, and up+g = upug for all p. The semigroup Up(x) = \up\feM(x)~]

is strongly closed.

Proof. Let cb be a bounded S„-measurable function and \p be a nonnegative

bounded Sm-measurable function. Then if/ is in M(x), fcb(x)\upf(\j/)(x)YPx(dx)

= ¡cb(x +f)[\p(x)YPx(dx) and this relation extends by continuity to all non-

negative \¡j in LP(PX). In particular, if g is in M(x), we can apply this equation

with \]/ = dPx+g/dPx and p = 1 to get

j<Kx)u} (-^)W P*(dx)= jcp(x +f)~^(x)Px(dx) =U(x+f+ g)Px(dx)

which proves that/+g is in M(x) and that dPx+f+g/dPx = u)(dPx+g/dPx).

Now applying the equation to upg(\¡i) we have

j<p(x)lupf(up(ij/))(x)YPx(dx) = jcp(x +f)\upgW)(x)-\pPx(dx)

= jcb(x +f+g)Wx)YPx(dx) =jcp(x)][upf+g(il,)(x)YPx(dx)

which shows that upup and upf + g agree on nonnegative functions and hence on all

functions in Lp(Px).

Now suppose V is in the strong closure of Up(x). For each ( in 7' and rea 1

number X, there is a sequence (/„) from M(x) with  V(l) = lim upn(l) and

F(exp iXx(t)) = lim u/n (exp iXx(t)) = lim u/„(l) exp iX(x(f) +fn(t))

= UxnV(l)expiX(x(t)+ftt(t))

which shows that fn(t) converges to a limit which we call f(t). f(t) clearly

does not depend on the particular sequence (/„) and since a common

sequence (f'n) can be found for both expiAx(i) and expipx((), it does not depend

on the choice of X. For any real numbers Xx,---,Xka sequence (/„) can be found

so that upn will approximate Fon all the functions 1, expil1x1,---,expiA,txfc and

expi Hk=iX]Xj and thus F(expi 'Lj=1XjXj) = F(l)expi Zj- = i X](x} +f(t)). If

$ is any continuous function of k real variables with compact support and N

is any positive number, there is a trigonometric function \¡/N with period 2N

such that \\¡i - c¡>\ < Í/N whenever |x¡¡ < N, i = !,•••,k. Setting
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<p(x) = cl(xy +f(ty),-,xk +f(tk)) and t/^ix) = ij/^Xy +f(tx),---,xk +f(tk)),

we have Vcb(x) = limy.,«, Vi//N(x) = V(l)$(xy,---,xk). Hence,

J V(l)p(x)$p(xy,-,xk)Px(dx)=\\ Vcp\\   = || cp ||",

= |4>P(*i +/('i)> -»»* +f(h))Px(dx)

= Jcp"(Xy,-,Xk)Px + f(dx)

and, since functions of this form are dense in Ly(Px), this implies that / is in

M(x) and that F(l)p = dPx+f/dPx. Finally, since V agrees with up on a dense

subset, V= up.

Corollary 1. // M(x) = — Mix), in particular, if Px is symmetric about 0,

then U2(x) is a strongly closed group of unitary operators.

Corollary 2. Suppose that the joint distribution of Xy,xk is given by a

density pk(Çy,---,l;k). Then if(f„) is a sequencefrom M(x) such that lim fn(t) =f(t)

exists for all t in T, and if

A(n,m) = limsup     ••■    \pk(íy-fn(t¡),---,ík-f„(tk))
fc->00 J J

-ft«i-/■&).-.«*-/*('*))\dtt-dtk

goes to zero as inf(n,m) goes to infinity, f is also in M(x) and dPx+f/dPx is

the Ly(Px) limit of dPx+fJdPx.

Proof. If $ is a bounded function of j real variables with bounded first

and second derivatives and cp(x) = $(xy,---,Xj), then

K<fl-«JjW|-   «m  f- f I Pkiil ~fJfP'"''*;7iM)&tl -fn(h\-¿k-fn(tk))
ft->ooJ    J> Pt^Çi>"'>Çfty

Pk(Îl~fm(h)''"'^k~fmVk))îii: f(t\ e f lt \\
-TJi-T\-0^1 -fm(hh->  Qk-fmW)

Pft(Ci>"-»Ct)

'PáJÍH—itudti—dtt

Í    cJ-J\Pk(iy-fn(ty),-,^-Utk)) - Pk(^y-fm(ty), -Ak ~fm(tk)) \ dÇy d^

+      J-Jpk(ïl-fn(h),-,ïk-fn(tk))

■ ¡kíi-fÁhl-^j-Utj))- fcii -fm(h\-Aj-Uh)) | dty-dU

t% CA(n,m) + C   max   \fn(t,)-fm(t,)\,
ISiáj
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and this goes to zero by hypothesis as n and m go to infinity. It follows that

ufn is strongly convergent, hence converges to some u\ in U^x) and

g(t) = lim /„(f) =/(t) for all t in T.

Theorem 3. up has no eigenvectors iff^O. Up(x) has no almost periodic

vectors.

Proof. The subspace of almost periodic vectors of an abelian semigroup of

operators is spanned by its one-dimensional invariant subspaces [3, Satz 1.7.5,

pp. 30 ff.] so the second assertion will follow from the first. If ups(\¡/) = X\¡i, then

upí(\^\) = \upf(^)\ = \X\\i¡l\=\^\.

Let t be a point of T at which / does not vanish, say f(t) > 0, and define A„

to be the set where nf(t) ^ x(t) <(n + l)f(t).

[WdP=    [   |upf(\^\)\pdP=\ WdP = \   \^\pdP
JA„ J A„ J[x\x(t) + f(t)eA„-\ JA„-¡

so ¡An\ \jj \pdP = c, and since \\ \p \pdP = £„ ¡Ar\ \j/ \pdP < co we must have c = 0

and hence, tp = 0.

III. One-parameter semigroups in M(x). In this section we investigate various

conditions under which an entire half line [af\a ^ 0] belongs to M(x). If/is

in M(x), then, of course, so is kf for every positive integer k. The following

simple example shows that these may be the only multiples of / in M(x). We

take Tto consist of a single point, i.e., the stochastic process is simply a single

random variable x and the possible mean values are just the real numbers. If x

is distributed according to the density p,

0 if <S < 2

KÖ =   J 2~k       if 2 ̂  2/c ̂  £ < 2/c + 1

.0 if 2/c4-l = £<2fc + 2

then M(x) is just the positive integers.

Theorem 4. // x(i) is a measurably separable process and af is in M(x)

for all a ¡ä 0, then upf is a strongly continuous semigroup.

Proof.   It will be sufficient to prove the theorem for p = 1, since

J\upf(cb)(x) - cb(x)\pPx(dx) = J|lupf(cb)Y(x) - 4>p(x)\Px(dx)

=  ^\u1xf(cPp)(x)-V^)\PÂdx)
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for nonnegative, bounded S„-measurable cb and differences of such functions are

dense in LP(PX). For bounded S„-measurable cb and arbitrary \¡i in L^(PX),

U(x)u^)(x)Px(dx) = jcp(x + afMx)Px(dx)

which is a measurable function of a and for any bounded cb,

jcp(x)u^)(x)Px(dx) = lixn J7iJ(x)ul]{il/)(x)Px(dx)

so ulf is weakly measurable. This fact plus the separability of LL(PX) implies that

ulf is strongly continuous for a > 0 so that

lim || uljW) - $ || = lim || wi/+/(i/0-u/W || = 0.
u-»0 ot->0

The next theorem gives the form of the infinitesimal generators of these groups

in some cases. We restrict attention to the case p = 1 because it is easier com-

putationally and also because it is the most important in practice (see [5, Theo-

rem 3.1, p. 15]. Let D0 be the set of functions cf> of the form cb(x) — cî(x1,---,x„)

where cb is bounded and has bounded first derivatives. For cj> in D0 we define

ca a = 0

Theorem 5. // a/ is in M(x) for all a ^ 0, u\f is strongly continuous and

the function 1 is in the domain of its generator A, then for every cb in D0

Ul)(x)<K>e)Pi<ix) = f

Moreover, D0 is contained in the domain of A and

Acb(x) = A(l)(x)cp(x) - 3>tp(x).

Conversely, if a function X(x) exists in Li{Px) satisfying $X(x)cb(x)Px(dx) =

¡2cb(x)Px(dx)for all cb in D0 and if the set [X(x)cj)(x) - S>cb(x) - acj)(x) \ cb e D0]

is dense in L^PJfor some a # 0, then a/ is in M(x)for all real a and the genera-

tor ofulfis theclosureoftheoperatorAdefinedonD0by:Acb(x)=X(x)cb(x)—2cb(x).

The same conclusion holds if instead of the condition on the density of the

range, X satisfies either

lim inf Í X(x)Px(dx) = 0(e '£")
J[x|A(x)>il]

or

lim inf - X(x)Px(dx) = 0(e~£") for some e > 0.
J[jc|A(jc)<-n]
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Proof.   If 1 is in the domain of A and tb is in D0, then

Uu\fcb - cp)(x) = i(u^l) - l)(x)cb(x)

+ I(u^l) - l)($(x - af) - $ix))+ -ß(x -oif)- $(x))

which converges to A(l)tp — Q>c\>. Also,

JA(l)(x)cp(x)Px(dx) = lim -J{^gf- -iyX)<Kx)Px(dx)

=   1Ím -[<K*1   + <*/l> ••> *n +  «fn)-(t>(Xl,    -, *„)] PX(dx)
a->0  J   a

2>cp(x)Px(dx).I
The remainder of the theorem is a straightforward application of Theorems 3.3

and 3.4 of [5].

We now return to the assumptions of §1, namely, §x(t)Px(dx) = 0,

\x2(t)Px(dx) < co, ¡Tx2(t)dt< co with probability one, and R(s,t) square inte-

grable on T x T. Let (X,) and (g¡) be the eigenvalues and corresponding eigen-

vectors of R. We will write x„ for the random variables x„ = X~112 $Tx(t)g„(t)dt;

Sn for the field generated by Xy,---,xn; Sx for the field generated by all x„'s and

n„cp for the conditional expectation of cp on S„. Sœ is not larger than S' and for

many applied problems is a more realistic field to deal with than S'. Since the

proof of Theorem 1 was essentially an L2 proof, it also applies to M(x,Sœ) and

hence the numbers/„,/„ = X~112 ¡Tf(t)gn(t)dt, satisfy In°°=1/„2< co for any/ in

M(x,SJ.

Theorem 6. If for every n the joint distribution of Xy,—,x„ is given by a

density p„ satisfying

(1) Pn(£ i = • • • > Q > ° a Imost everywhere,

(2) limr^^ptây,-,^,-,^) =0for almost all Çy,---,Çj-y, ÇJ+1,—,i;n,and

(3) dpJdÇj exists for all j ^ n and

then M(x,Sx) is positive linear, i.e., iff is in M(x,Sa0), so is af for all a ^ 0.

Proof.   Assume/ is in M(x, Sœ). Vn(a) defined on 7t„L2(PJ by :

Vn(a)cp(xy,-,xn) = \P"iXl - fxl''"'X;~ ^V l2<Kxy -afy,-,xn-afn)
L Pn\xU'">xn) J
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is a strongly continuous semigroup of isometries in nnL2(Px). Let Jn(X) be the

resolvent of V„(a). The lower semimartingale

\Pn(xi -a/i,---,xn-a/„yi1/2
y«(x) =

Pn(Xíi "'i*«)

is uniformly in L2(PX) and hence converges in mean to some function Qa. The

operators V(a) defined on each nnL2(Px) by V(a)cb(x)= Qa(x)cb(xl—af1,---,xn — afn)

axe norm decreasing and weakly measurable in a so the same is true of their

unique extensions to L2(PX) which we also denote by V(a). The operators J(X)

defined for X > 0 by: J(X)= r0°°e~Aa V(a)da satisfy \\J(X)\\ ^ 1/1 and

lim J„(X)n„cb = lim J(X)n„cb = J(X)cb for all bounded cb and hence for all cb in

L2(PX). According to a theorem of Trotter [7, Theorem 5.1, p. 900], if we can

show

(i)   J(X)-J(p) = (p-X)J(X)J(p),
(ii)   || XmJm(X) ^ || M and

(iii) lixnx^aDXJ(X) = I,

we can conclude that V(a) is a semigroup with resolvent J(X). (ii) is immediate

and (i) follows from

(J(X) - J(p))cb = hm(Jn(X)-JH(p))nJ

= lim(p - X)Jn(X)Jn(p)nncb = lim(p-X)J„(X)nnJ(p)cb

= (p - X)J(X)J(p)cb.

It will be sufficient to prove (iii) for St-measurable cb which are bounded and

have bounded derivatives since such functions are dense in L2(PX). For such cp

4>(Xi-afi,—,xk-afk)-— -7 daxjn(X)4>(x)= f ~W*i-*i.->*.-if.
JO    L PÁxl>'">xn)

= cb(x) -f\-^ \P¿xi-«fi>->x»-«f¿\1/2
Jo [ Pn(xU->x») J

da

Since

p»C*i.—»*■)

• ( I f¡ j^ixi - a/1; •••, xk - afk)J da

- fWl /^)(x1-a/1,--,x,-^/(^-"^-^a.
Jo     \¡ = i     ox,/ VMxi>'"'V

P.(*i — a/l5 ••-, x„ —a/„)\1/2H

(' Ä.(*i>-»*,,) f 1,

the norm of the first integral is bounded by CX l for some C independent of n.

Also
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(¿/,^!(x1-a/1,...,xII-a/II)j

s/Pn(xU--->Xn)

so the norm of the second integral is also bounded by CX'1 and hence

|| >L/(A)<p — <p ¡I = lim || AJ„(A)0 — «p || ̂  CA -x which proves (iii). Now for any

0 < a < 1 and cp in L2(PX), || </> || = || ujtp || = || V(l)cp || = || F(l - a)V(a)cp || ^

|| V(a)cp || 5¡ |l cp || so V(a) is an isometry. If cp is positive and St-measurable, then

j(V(a)l)2cp(xy,-,xk)Px(dx) =  || V(ay<p(xy + afu-,xn + a/„)

= ||V^(;ci + a/i'"-'x« + a/«)

2

2

J"cp(xy+afy,-,x„ + af„)Px(dx)

so that a/is in M(x,SJ and (V(a)l)2 = dPx+xf/dPx. (n + a)f is in M(x,SJ

because of the semigroup property of M(x, Sœ).

Corollary 3. If in addition to the above propertiesp„(<!;i,- • -,£„) = p„( — £i,- • -, — £„),

then M(x, S«,) is linear.
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